
Effectively equipping families in peace building techniques.
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ABOUT OUR GROUP
Charged to interrupt the traditional justice
approaches for families in conflict with a biblical
framework using restorative Circles. Family fractures
can be effectively addressed to keep families from
falling apart or creating a war zone for kids to grow
up in. We assist churches and families to learn
practical techniques that ultimately remove and/or
heal the unhealthy patterns that conflict creates. 
 
We believe families can find ways to resolve their
conflicts or harm from minor misunderstandings to
significant conflict. We come alongside families, using
restorative Circles, to be their listening guide as they
identify a peaceful and agreed upon plan to move
ahead - no matter how challenging the conflict is.  
 
We also believe that families should not pay such
extreme costs that are tied to litigation which only
leads to relational death for all. While some families
decide to part ways, Circles allows for respectful
relationships to stay intact and peaceful resolution. 
 

A Greek term: Katallássō
katá: "down to an exact point"

allássō: "to properly, decisively change and reconcile or unite"

OUR NAME: THE KATALLASSO GROUP
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OUR BELIEFS UNITE US
 

 

All people have inherent value, dignity and worth. 
All people have gifts/talents and everyone is needed for what they have to offer
the world. 
All of us has a God-given purpose to fulfill in our lifetime. 
Our actions affect others – we are interconnected. 
We have a deep desire to be in good relationships with others. 
We have what we need to begin to make positive change (start with positive
and strengths). 
We recognize and engage one another from a holistic perspective (our intellect,
emotions, spirit and body).
The family is the most important social structure to hold society together and
the Church has a critical role to influence both.

Relationship with
your purpose 
or work

Relationship 
with community 
(family, friends)There are 4 key relationships every person

needs to be in good relationship to.
 

We pay attention to these and ask
questions to promote healing, reconciliation

and accountability.
 

We respect everyone's journey and honor
where they are at.

4 Key
Relationships

Relationship
with God

Relationship
with Self
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Let's be real.  It's never easy to support families in high conflict. The conflict runs deep and
intertwined in people's relationships. It takes an enormous amount of time to counsel them.
Most pastors feel ill equipped to mediate or counsel families in distress.  We know you are
good at getting the relationship with God right...but most pastors need help in this area. 
 
What if you had an EFFECTIVE and SIMPLE strategy unleashing the power of
Christ's desire to reconcile all things and helped families align their behaviors with
biblical values?
 

3 easy ways to foster reconciliation in families!  Do one or all!
 
 
 

Circles for
Families

COLOSSIANS 1:20: UNLEASH THE POWER

Make a Referral

Let us guide this family. We'll lean in and
identify a starting point while also equipping

families in the Circle technique.  Families
can decide if it works for them to continue.

 
Each family works on areas of common

ground to establish a potential next step
towards healing or resolution.

 
Consider covering the cost of their initial

Circle to get them started. 
 

 
 

Offer Workshops for Your
Families

A biblical framework and the Circles
reconciliation technique for families.

Pre-Marriage Counseling &
Training

Equip couples in conflict resolution techniques
before they get married!
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OUR CIRCLE KEEPERS
Families are diverse and beautiful. Having a Circle
Keeper that understands their cultural background,

natural unwritten rules, and nuances within families is
critical to the success of a hurting family. 

 
The Katallasso Group is intentionally diverse to

effectively support families and meet them where
they are at.

 
We do not offer legal advice. We carry an effective

value-based restorative practice that allows for
consensus building, planning a way forward and
healing within a family that can mitigate other

interventions. 
 

Our keepers are trained by our Founder, a licensed
pastor, in the biblical framework using the Book of
Ephesians and Colossians, and 3 biblical mandates

 
 
 
 
 
 

Lisa's passion to support families comes from
her own experiences through divorce, custody, abuse

and grandparent litigation. Once the system is
introduced in a family's life, it is almost impossible to

have any control over outcomes.  As a licensed
pastor, a family mediator, an executive 

coach and parent having raised 
children in the war zone of litigation -

she hopes to keep as many families 
away from that self-destructive path 
while saving families huge amounts 

of money and sleepless nights. A
restorative Circle is how families can
work through hard matters and how

churches can equip their congregation
 

OUR FOUNDER: LISA J. WELTER
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